Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each set of words and circle the word that does NOT belong with the others.

1. winter     syllable     system
2. brightness     lighten     sympathy
3. gypsy     highlight     mystic
4. crystal     mystery     distribute
5. signal     lighten     tighten

Parent Directions: Have your child look at each word and choose the word from the word bank that has the same sound and spelling pattern as the target word and write it on the line.

Word Bank

6. crimson     __________________
7. delight     __________________
8. differ     __________________
9. gypsum     __________________
10. mighty     __________________
11. system     __________________

Parent Directions: Have your child write a sentence using each of the following words: children, sympathy, tighten.

12. ______________________________________
13. ______________________________________
14. ______________________________________
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